Newsletter April, 2, 2012
Just a few things for the newsletter.
Our raffle quilt made $ 3242 . It was won by Karen Gaston , who, incidently ,
bought Norma's park models . She and her husband stopped by to thank us and tell us
how much they loved the quilt. She also invited us to stop by to see what they have done
with the park models.
Our speaker last week was Alice Chang from the Academy for Cancer Wellness. We
have made a NY beauty quilt for that group to raffle for a fund raiser and the quilt was
shown to her and the group. Jan Tuttle will be quilting it. Alice presented a very funny,
interesting program and several bought her book. One also was purchased for out Quilters
2 library and one for the Voyager library.
For the coming year, Pat Davis and Anne Gloeckler will be the coordinators for
photography and Anne will do the scrapbooking.
Our group was noticably small last week, and I am sure that this morning we will see that
a lot of members have left . Safe journeys and may all have a good summer.
One last note, Paul, Susie's significant other , is home and doing very well. I've stopped
over to see them a couple time and am really impressed over how well he's recovering.
He even walked as far as the golf course one day , spent some time with his golfing
buddies, then one of them brought him home. What good news!!!!
Since the "challenge" group isn't doing a challenge this year, Karen Anderson has issued
a challenge. She challenges you to make a log cabin quilt, any size , any color , any
setting and bring it to show next fall. I already have one in mind I've been wanting to
make. Happy Trails.

